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About This Game

A Demon Hunter receives a letter from Daniel, a man begging for help against a demonic infestation from the mountain that he
calls home. The Hunter, in a search for him through the cold and abandoned world, will discover a twisted tale of intimacy and

violence of the past, and must use that knowledge to purge the demons from the once-beautiful land.

- Hand animated 2D characters on a cold and ruined 3D world
- Methodical combat that rewards patience, precision, and knowing the enemies intimately

- A one-sitting narrative of discovering memory fragments that showcase the beauty of the past
- Fully voiced dialogues and narrations

- Optional Narrative Mode for those who don't want difficulty to affect the pacing of the story, without taking away the
intensity of combat
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i have 1000000 hours in this and i recommend this game to kids with autism like a fidget spinner syndrome thing. but not like
down syndrome. peace ♥♥♥♥♥.. A pretty pure idle game.
Simple but interesting.
Very hard to stop.. this game is so ♥♥♥♥, i did rather play club penguin. A very pleasant visual novel with a magical elements.
I liked the many choices and also possibility of solving the issues in different ways. The art of the game is rather pretty and I
enjoyed the music too.

Only thing I STRONGLY disliked was the typical ending slide with "oh what if I could have made different choices and gotten
the TRUE ENDING..." Is it really necessary? What is this ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t with "true ending" anyway? I loved my ending, but
noooooo, you gotta make the protagonist look wistfully out of the window so that the player feels compelled to replay and get
this ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t "true" ending. Way to dismiss all your great dramatic endings which don't end with sugarcoated "everyone is
happy now" ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t.. What can I say? These three games are amazing. This release is really good. I think this is well
worth the money. These games are a must play. Brings me back to the good ole days lol.. I watched a YouTube channel for five
seconds that had a guy melting butter with a hot knife and it was ten times more entertaining than this game.
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It's fun for the first few times that you go through it. However, it becomes a bit of a grind to complete all of the objectives -
none of them are very different from each other, and each time you have to get close to level 40 (the max level) in order to
finish the run. If you watch a "Let's Play" video and you think you'll enjoy it, you probably will.. Seeing as theres no reviews
here ill help.

---Pros---
Fun multiplayer game
Cheep
Good Maps
Good multiplayer system
Bots

---Cons---
(a few gliches)
not many players

Overall 8.5\/10 Its fun so far for me and my siblings maby give it some time. But with the new return policy I would get it!
This review will be updated as the game gets updated.. Really fun, Action Packed and modern jets beside the fun gameplay if
any problems do arise the developer is there straight away and willing to help in anyway nesscary, great customer service and
very nice person. What else could one want?!?!?!. A space rpg with a lot of ships to use and each ship has different layout which
can be fitted with different modules and weapons. gameplay is fun and addictive.

There's a lot of grinding though, although this can be mitigated by building "carrier" ships and use them to passive grind. I'm
going to argue this is a top 5 RPG of all time.

Bioware re-discovered the big secret of RPGs and honed in on it. We care less about the main plot and more about compelling
side quests that develop your companions.

. I don\u2019t really recommend, it looks nice, but clothing in game look a lot nicer, and there are like millions of them.

Price: 67\/100
DLC Content: 89\/100

Base game Overall: 9.1\/10. game prefer virtual tennis 3, 4. I have been with this product since day 1. I bought it the first day it
came out. And I really like it. So what is it?
Well you know those times when you fire up a game like left4dead because you just dont wanna think but go kill bad stuff and
chill?

Well the main game play mode is just like that. You are set on one of several maps and waves of weird alien, zombie, giant bugs
or animals and other weird stuff come in waves to ruin your day. There are satchels of loot the spawn randomly that contain
some of the melee, guns, grenades or food, drink, medicine.. you get the idea. Now before I go on I have to clarify something....

See the current version is version 2 of the game which is something I'm so glad to have. See the dev (Yep one guy) was working
on the second version of the game while we were playing the first version and was really close to releasing it when His computer
fried. He LOST a couple years worth of work. Then he went kinda silent, probably due to frustration and anger. everyone
assumed the game was dead and we would never get version 2. Including me, and i said so in the forums. 2019 and boom
version 2 shows up out of the blue.

Version 2 uses a much better engine, though I'm not sure which one cause I really dont pay attention. It is beautiful. Those
screen shots on the store page dont really show off all the models, atmospheres etc. The weapons sounds are solid and the
atmosphere is pretty freaking cool most of the time. So basically its like a deathmatch type game without other players..how
long will you survive? You need food and water and medicine, this is what keeps you exploring the map. Oh i forgot to mention
there is a configurable day and night cycle. as well as other variables the player can select for the maps, including these
atmospheric shader type thing'ys. So thats it... Run around collect guns and stuff and kill great looking monster\/aliens that are
trying to kill you and try and see how long you can survive. Yeah its arcadey, but sometimes thats a nice stress relief from your
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more cerebral type games. Oh the enemiey AI is also configurable too.

Ahh but there is more....!

There is a survival mode also with building, experience points, skills, etc... I love this part cause thats kinda my niche. I think
there is only one large islnd but you can have the game randomize elements for replay ability.

The dev is also adding other types of game modes as well. i think there may even be MP, but I can't say for sure because i have
satelite internet and there is simply no way to play MP games. Btw, if you know someone who works at one of those satelite
internet companies please punch them in the face for me....... (kidden)

Lastly, there have been several updates to the game and JB is constantly working to improve things..I mean constantly...AI,
Weapon balance, game balance..etc.

Pros.
Beautiful..
fun arcade gameplay
a survival game..which is always being developed
cheap
New game modes being devloped and the dev just told me he is working on AI companions. sweet.

Cons.
no tool tips. the dev has several graphic and game play settings that I just dont know what they mean.
It aint a tripple a title.. there is some wonkiness (Wolves at the bottom of the ocean) sometimes bad AI but usually the AI is
quite good.
No instructions for newbies.

In summary. Its a ton of fun for what it is. I highly recommend you at least give it a try. I dont regret the $10 purchase at all.
. Worth the 89 cents I paid for it. Quite silly. :)
intros to missions are kinda annoying, but hitting spacebar skips, so whatevs.
very, VERY silly.
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